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Abstract. 3D left ventricle (LV) segmentation on echocardiography is
very important for diagnosis and treatment of cardiac disease. It is not
only because of that echocardiography is a real-time imaging technology
and widespread in clinical application, but also because of that LV seg-
mentation on 3D echocardiography can provide more full volume infor-
mation of heart than LV segmentation on 2D echocardiography. However,
3D LV segmentation on echocardiography is still an open and challenging
task owing to the lower contrast, higher noise and data dimensionality,
limited annotation of 3D echocardiography. In this paper, we proposed a
novel real-time framework, i.e., VoxelAtlasGAN, for 3D LV segmentation
on 3D echocardiography. This framework has three contributions: (1) It is
based on voxel-to-voxel conditional generative adversarial nets (cGAN).
For the first time, cGAN is used for 3D LV segmentation on echocardio-
graphy. And cGAN advantageously fuses substantial 3D spatial context
information from 3D echocardiography by self-learning structured loss;
(2) For the first time, it embeds the atlas into an end-to-end optimiza-
tion framework, which uses 3D LV atlas as a powerful prior knowledge to
improve the inference speed, address the lower contrast and the limited
annotation problems of 3D echocardiography; (3) It combines traditional
discrimination loss and the new proposed consistent constraint, which
further improves the generalization of the proposed framework. Voxe-
lAtlasGAN was validated on 60 subjects on 3D echocardiography and it
achieved satisfactory segmentation results and high inference speed. The
mean surface distance is 1.85 mm, the mean hausdorff surface distance
is 7.26 mm, mean dice is 0.953, the correlation of EF is 0.918, and the
mean inference speed is 0.1 s. These results have demonstrated that our
proposed method has great potential for clinical application.
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1 Introduction

3D left ventricle segmentation on echocardiography, which directly uses full vol-
ume as input, is very important for diagnosis and treatment of cardiac disease.
This is because of echocardiography now is the most widely used imaging modal-
ity by clinician [1], and 3D LV segmentation on echocardiography has an inher-
ent advantage on 3D spatial context information, which is capable of providing
more anatomical structure information for clinician. For example, it is possi-
ble that there is no LV boundary in some 2D echocardiography slices. While
3D echocardiography combines the full context information, so we can infer the
disappeared boundary based on context information. Hence, 3D left ventricle
segmentation on echocardiography, compared to the traditional 2D LV segmen-
tation on echocardiography, has more clinical value and has become a hot topic
nowadays.

However, 3D LV segmentation on echocardiography is still an open and chal-
lenging task owing to the following intrinsic limitations: lower contrast, higher
noise and data dimensionality, limited annotation of 3D echocardiography. (1) 3D
echocardiography has a lower contrast between the LV borders and surrounding
tissue than 2D echocardiography [2], so that 3D LV segmentation will be more
likely to have leakage and shrinkage. (2) 3D echocardiography has the higher
dimensionality and is more complex than 2D echocardiography, so obtaining
better expressive features to achieve accurate segmentation with high processing
speed is difficult. (3) Up to now, annotated 3D echocardiography are limited, so
it is difficult to train a model to achieve high generalization on 3D LV segmen-
tation task based on the limited annotation 3D echocardiography. Hence, how
to utilize 3D echocardiography’s advantages and overcome its difficulties to get
more accurate 3D LV segmentation results is an urgent problem.

Although some methods have been proposed to segment 3D LV on echocar-
diography [3], these methods are still difficult to overcome the above challenging
completely [4]. Deformable models and statistical models are widely used for the
LV segmentation in echocardiography [5]. However, these methods are sensitive
to the large variations of intensity and unable to deal with the low contrast
images. Machine learning methods, which use handcrafted features usually, also
have been used to segment 3D LV [6], yet they have limited representation capa-
bility to represent the higher dimensionality 3D echocardiography data, complex
structure and appearance variations between different subjects. Recently, deep
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [7] have been implemented for 3D LV
segmentation and it improve the accuracy [8], yet they need large computation
depending on the complex 3D CNNs’s structure.

In this paper, we proposed a novel automated framework (VoxelAtlasGAN)
for 3D LV segmentation on echocardiography. The proposed framework has
three contributions: (1) It uses conditional generative adversarial nets
(cGAN) [9] on voxel-to-voxel mode, which is used for 3D LV segmen-
tation on echocardiography for the first time. Hence, the proposed
framework advantageously fuses substantial 3D spatial context infor-
mation from 3D echocardiography by self-learning structured loss;
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(2) For the first time, based on cGAN, it embeds the atlas segmenta-
tion problem into an end-to-end optimization framework and which
uses 3D LV atlas as powerful prior knowledge. In this way, it not only
improves the inference speed but also addresses the lower contrast and
the limited annotation problems of 3D echocardiography; (3) It com-
bines the traditional discrimination loss and new proposed consistent
constraint, which further improves the generalization of the proposed
framework. Experiment results have demonstrated that our proposed method
can obtain satisfactory segmentation accuracy and has the potential for clinical
application.

2 Methods

VoxelAtlasGAN is demonstrated in Fig. 1. Different from usual cGAN, VoxelAt-
lasGAN adopts a voxel-to-voxel cGAN for high-quality 3D LV segmentation on
echocardiography. It uses atlas to provide prior knowledge for 3D generator to
guide segmentation, and it combines consistent constraint with discrimination
loss as the final optimization object to improve the generalization.

Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed VoxelAtlasGAN.

2.1 Voxel-to-Voxel cGAN for High-Quality 3D LV Segmentation

Voxel-to-voxel cGAN is designed to automatically achieve high-quality 3D LV
segmentation on echocardiography. It adopts full volume as the input which is
useful to acquire and exploit substantial 3D spatial context information in 3D
echocardiography, hence we call it ‘voxel-to-voxel’ cGAN.
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Advantages of cGAN Compared with CNNs: (1) The recently proposed
cGAN can automatically learn loss function which satisfyingly adapts to data.
For segmentation problem, cGAN learns a loss that tries to discriminate the out-
put which is ground truth label or segmentation result from generator, and this
loss is minimized by training a generative model. (2) cGAN learns a structured
loss, which considers each output pixel depending on the other pixels from the
input image, to penalize any possible structure differences between output and
target. Hence, the proposed method is based on cGAN for high-quality 3D LV
segmentation.

Structure of VoxelAtlasGAN: Based on the above advantages of cGAN, we
designed novel networks for VoxelAtlasGAN. To address the lower contrast and
the limited annotation problems of 3D echocardiography, the proposed method
combines atlas prior knowledge, i.e., we formulate the traditional atlas segmen-
tation procedure into the proposed end-to-end deep learning framework (which
will be detailed in Sect. 2.2). The specific structure of VoxelAtlasGAN is follow-
ing. Generator: it has five 3D convolution layers, one fully connected layer, and
one atlas deformation layer. Specially, the fully connected layer has w nodes, and
the w is the number of parameters for translation function of atlas. Besides, the
atlas deformation layer models the deformation registration procedure of atlas
segmentation. And 3D echocardiography volumes are directly used as the input
of the generator. Discriminator: the proposed discriminator also has five 3D
convolution layers and one fully connected layer with two nodes (to classify real
or fake). And we use 3D echocardiography volume with the corresponding label
and 3D echocardiography volume with the corresponding segmentation result as
the input of discriminator. The optimization object: the proposed VoxelAt-
lasGAN combines discrimination loss and the new proposed consistent constraint
(consistent segmentation constraint and consistent intensity volume constraint)
as the optimization object, which will be detailed in Sect. 2.3.

2.2 Atlas Guided Generation

Advantages of Atlas Guided Generation: Atlas prior knowledge is able
to provide basic anatomical shape information of LV, and incorporating such
prior knowledge is crucial for the improvement of LV segmentation performance.
Hence, the proposed method embeds the atlas into end-to-end optimization
of cGAN framework to provide powerful prior knowledge to overcome some
problems. (1) Embedding the atlas prior into cGAN addresses the lower con-
trast problem of 3D echocardiography through direct registration segmentation
method. (2) Embedding the atlas prior into cGAN addresses the limited annota-
tion data problem, due to the proposed method no longer depends on the large
numbers of training data to model the shape prior. (3) Embedding the atlas
prior into cGAN avoids the complex and time-consuming computation of tradi-
tional atlas-based methods, because of that the proposed method formulates the
transformation parameters optimization problem into the end-to-end deep learn-
ing framework (cGAN), which is based on the differentiability of transformation
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parameters on atlas segmentation procedure. (4) Embedding the atlas segmen-
tation procedure into cGAN enhances the interpretability of cGAN.

Atlas Deformation Layer: Specifically, the transformation function of atlas
segmentation includes global rigid transformation Tglobal using affine transfor-
mation and local non-rigid transformation Tlocal using free-form deformations
(FFD) method [10]. Hence, we model the atlas deformation layer as following:

T (X) = Tlocal(Tglobal(X)),X ∈ {Atlaslabel volume, Atlasintensity volume} (1)

Tglobal(X) =

⎡
⎣

θ1, θ2, θ3
θ4, θ5, θ6
θ7, θ8, θ9

⎤
⎦ ∗ X +

⎡
⎣

θ10
θ11
θ12

⎤
⎦ (2)

Tlocal(Tglobal(X)) = Bφ(Tglobal(X)) (3)

where T denotes the final deformation function for atlas transformation, X
denotes the 3D LV atlas including atlas label volume Atlaslabel volume and atlas
intensity volume Atlasintensity volume, θ is rigid affine transformation parameter
set including 12 parameters, B is the B-spline function, and φ is the control point
set (which is the parameter set of non-rigid FFD transformation). Specially, B-
spline FFD is initialized by 1000 equidistant control points with 3000 parameters
to control deformation. To embed the 3012 transformation parameters into end-
to-end cGAN, we make the output of the fully connected layer (which in the
generator network of cGAN) has 3012 nodes. Hence, 3012 deformation param-
eters of transformation function are formulated as corresponding 3012 latent
variables, which are solved by unified deep learning optimization framework.
Besides, in this way, model’s interpretability is strong compared with common
deep learning methods, because the 3012 deformation parameters are inherently
clear for transformation function for atlas deformation layer.

Additionally, in this work, atlas was built from the mean space of a set of 3D
echocardiography. To avoid segmentation biases to specific noise and artifacts,
we employed 3D echocardiographies which were acquired using two devices to
construct atlas. They were registered to mean space. Atlas intensity volume and
atlas label volume were computed from this set of registered 3D echocardiogra-
phy and corresponding registered segmentation results respectively. In the test
stage, based on atlas and the learned translation parameters, we obtained the
final 3D LV segmentation results through the generator of VoxelAtlasGAN.

2.3 Voxel-to-Voxel Discrimination with Consistent Constraint

Based on the shared deformation layer, the consistent constraint, including seg-
mentation consistent constraint and volume consistent constraint, is proposed
as a part of cGAN’s loss function to naturally guarantee the generalization of
the proposed framework and further improve the segmentation accuracy. The
segmentation consistent constraint measures the similarity between the ground
truth labels and the generated segmentation results. Analogously, the volume
consistent constraint measures the similarity between the input volumes and the
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generated intensity volumes. Hence, the final optimization object of the proposed
VoxelAtlasGAN is:

arg min
G

max
D

LV oxelAtlasGAN = LcGAN (G, D) + αLlabel (G) + βLintensity (G) (4)

where G denotes the generator of VoxelAtlasGAN, D denotes the discrimina-
tor of VoxelAtlasGAN, LcGAN (G,D) denotes the cGAN loss, Llabel (G) and
Lintensity (G) denote the segmentation consistent constraint and volume consis-
tent constraint with weights α and β respectively. The cGAN loss is:

LcGan(G,D) = log D (x, y) + log (1 − D (x,Glabel volume)) (5)

where G and D have the same denotations with above equations (4), x denotes
the target volume, y denotes the ground truth label, and Glabel volume is the
generated segmentation result from generator. Specially, segmentation consistent
constraint is modeled by L1 norm:

Llabel (G) = ‖y − Glabel volume‖1 (6)

Because the 3D echocardiography exist large random noisy and high inten-
sity variability, the volume consistent constraint is modeled through normal-
ized mutual information method [11], which has high robustness on similarity
measurement. The volume consistent constraint is:

Lintensity (G) = −(H(x) + H(Gintensity volume))/H(x,Gintensity volume) (7)

where Gintensity volume denotes the intensity volume from generator, H(x) and
H(Gintensity volume) denote the marginal entropies of x and Gintensity volume

respectively, and H(x,Gintensity volume) denotes the joint entropies of x and
Gintensity volume.

3 Dataset and Setting

VoxelAtlasGAN is validated on 3D echocardiography with 25 training subjects
and 35 validation subjects. Each subject includes two labeled volumes in the
end-systole (ES) and end-diastole (ED) frames. The labels are obtained by three
clinicians and the final labels are mutually authenticated. We adopt the same
cGAN training mode with [9]. We use SGD solver, the learning rate is 0.0002,
the momentum is 0.5, and the batch size is 1. At inference time, we run the
generator net in the same manner as the training phase. The weights α and β
for segmentation consistent constraint and volume consistent constraint are 0.6
and 0.4 respectively. The proposed VoxelAtlasGAN was implemented based on
the widely used pytorch framework and the whole experiment was performed on
NVIDIA Titan X GPU.

We adopt the evaluation criterions in [12] to evaluate our proposed method,
which include mean surface distance (MSD), mean hausdorff surface distance
(HSD), mean dice index (D), and correlation (corr) of ejection fractions (EF).
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4 Results and Analysis

VoxelAtlasGAN’s segmentation performance is powerfully supported in Table 1.
(1) In the aspect of segmentation accuracy, we find that VoxelAtlasGAN achieves
the best segmentation results. The mean surface distance, hausdorff surface dis-
tance and dice are 1.85 mm, 7.26 mm and 0.953 respectively. And the correlation
of EF (between the segmentation results and the ground truth) is 0.918 and the
corresponding standard deviation is 0.016. These results prove the superiority of
the proposed VoxelAtlasGAN compared with the existing methods. (2) In the
aspect of segmentation efficiency, the proposed method achieves the best seg-
mentation speed, it only needs 0.1 s for segmentation of every volume, which is
crucial for real-time clinical application.

We also evaluated the importance of atlas prior and the proposed consistent
constraint by ablation experiments (in the last three rows of Table 1), which
replace or remove a single component from our framework. The results showed
that atlas prior improved the segmentation accuracy apparently, and the pro-
posed consistent constraint also brought important improvement for segmenta-
tion. What’s more, compared to the 3D CNN method, which adopts 3D full
convolution network (V-net [13]) to segment 3D LV on echocardiography, the
proposed voxel-to-voxel cGAN is superior even without the atlas and the pro-
posed consistent constraint.

Table 1. The segmentation performance comparison among existing methods and
the proposed VoxelAtlasGAN under different configurations. (3D cGAN denotes the
VoxelAtlasGAN without atlas prior and consistent constraint, VoxelGANWA denotes
VoxelAtlasGAN without consistent constraint.)

Methods D MSD (mm) HSD (mm) Corr of EF Speed (s)

3D Atlas [14] 0.88± 0.03 2.26± 0.74 9.92± 2.16 0.836± 0.079 2000

V-net [13] 0.89± 0.035 2.1± 0.71 9.79± 8.9 0.86± 0.053 20

3D cGAN 0.914± 0.028 1.98± 0.65 8.91± 7.3 0.89± 0.032 10

VoxelGANWA 0.939± 0.021 1.93± 0.52 8.35± 4.57 0.907± 0.029 0.1

VoxelAtlasGAN 0.953±0.019 1.85±0.43 7.26±2.3 0.918±0.016 0.1

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel automated framework VoxelAtlasGAN for
high-quality 3D LV segmentation on echocardiography. The proposed framework
used voxel-to-voxel cGAN to advantageously fuse substantial 3D spatial context
information from 3D echocardiography for the first time. Besides, it embedded
the powerful atlas prior knowledge into end-to-end optimization framework for
the first time. It also combined the new proposed consistent constraint and tra-
ditional discrimination loss as the final optimization object to further improve
the generalization of the proposed framework. Experiment results have demon-
strated that our proposed method obtained satisfactory segmentation accuracy
and has potential of clinical application.
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